
Døwel by; Mr.Fräg studios 

Counter and bar stool in American Ash / American Walnut 
with solid brass or Black powder coated seat and ‘T’bar; Finished 

with a Danish soap or Dimond oil and natural hard bees wax.



‘Dowel’ is a family of stools that celebrate a rich and yet unlikely 

combination of materials with its polished solid brass 
seat and understated turned timber legs.
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Inspiration came loosely from the use of brass in architecture and particularly 
the way it used as a material we interact with as a touch point. The name 

however conveys the stools sense of simplicity, honesty and that every 
element is essential to the design. 

The stools come in a counter height of 64cm and a bar height of 74cm. 
The legs are hand turned out of ameriCan White ash With a traditional 
danish soap or ebonized in a Japan black finish. The American Walnut legs 
are finished with natural Danish oil and hard bees wax. ‘Dowel’ has been 
intentionally designed using natural materials and finishes so that it will 

age gracefully, gaining a mellowness of patina through time. 
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The work of product designer Frag Woodall focuses on a blended consideration of conceptual 
and commercial design. In this approach creative freedom and business values work together to 

develop an honest expression of; design intent, materials and context.  

The Mr.Frag studio broadly engages in projects across interiors and product design, with a focus 
on furniture lighting and home-wares. Imbued in every design is a sense of capturing a 
single idea or feeling and expressing that with legibility and clarity so the product can be 

engaged on a referential level. “It is these less tangible notions that I try to peruse and when they 
are present I feel that a design has more relate-ability and clarity”.
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